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It was on Tuesday the 27
March that around 50
Seasiders made the trek to
Fakenham for a 7.45 kick off
that would mean getting back
home close to midnight. As
things turned out most were
home much earlier, with the
game being abandoned after
just 9 minutes following a
serious accident to
Fakenham’s Kegan
Charlesworth who suffered a

fractured leg.

A month later, players and fans set out once again for the rearranged game knowing that
three points on the night would probably mean promotion being confirmed should Felixstowe
beat Walsham Le Willows on Saturday. Prior to the match, a cheque was presented to
Kegan, which was a collection from Felixstowe fans at their match with Ipswich Wanderers. 
Fakenham themselves made a nice gesture by having a “pay what you want” arrangement
on the turnstiles, with all takings also going direct to the player.
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The Seasiders lined up with
just the one change, which saw
Kye Ruel in for Callum Bennett
and it was nice to see the
young Charlie McCarthy on the
bench.

A small crowd of 45, including
around 15 from Suffolk,
endured driving rain and wind
for most of the game with the
visitors chalking up a sixth
successive clean sheet whilst
netting 4 goals to pass another

marker on their journey towards
promotion. 

Apart from a little early pressure
from the home side, Danny Crump
wasn’t unduly tested in the first
half. At the other end, Joe Francis
was being given plenty of room on
the right. It took just a quarter of an
hour before Francis slammed the
ball into the net following a
delightful through ball from Kye
Ruel. In midfield Scott Chaplin was

working well with consistent
pressing and Fakenham were
gradually being overrun.

With 25 minutes on the clock,
however, Matty Franks tested
Crump in goal with a powerful
strike, but to no avail. Just one
minute later, despite protestations
from the home side that no foul
had been awarded to Fakenham,
Ruel, growing stronger all the time

in midfield, fed the ball to Sam Ford who, with some tricky footwork, put Felixstowe two up.
As half time approached, Fakenham started to struggle and could have gone further behind
but for Harry Atkins denying Francis on the line and Rix parrying an effort from Francis with
Chaplin unable to convert.

After the break, Felixstowe, with the wind behind them, raced to a three-goal lead when
Sheridan Driver converted from a Ford cross. Unfortunately, Driver had to go off a couple of



minutes later and was replaced by Jamal Wiggins.

Fakenham had clearly suffered
from Francis being given too much
space in the first half and they did
manage to plug that hole in the
second half by being less narrow in
defence. Nevertheless, apart from
Rhys Barber clearing  a Fakenham
effort off the line early on, it was
only going to be one-way traffic in
the second period. Ford hit the bar
on 15 minutes and a Boardley
cross resulted in a goalmouth
scramble. Two minutes later
Chaplin made it 4-0 from close range. Increasingly the ball kept coming back to the visitors.

Taylor Hastings, strong in defence, came close to bagging a rare goal himself midway
through the half and a Chaplin effort was saved from close range.

Nick Ingram, on for Ford with around a quarter of an hour left, hit the side netting from a
Stuart Boardley free kick, but this game was over and there was probably no-one among the
small crowd who was disappointed to hear the final whistle, allowing players and fans alike to
escape the driving rain and cold wind.

Shortly before the end, Stuart
Ainsley had come on for Boardley.

For Fakenham Ben Champion
replaced Kyle Plumb, Andrew
Skipper came on for Reece Taylor
and Lawrie Blyth replaced Ricky
Claxton, all late in the second half.

Speaking after the game, Doug
Colman, Fakenham’s Chief
Executive, spoke about the
numerous changes to both playing

staff and management that had taken place during the season. He praised the work of the
volunteers at the club and at all clubs at this level without whom clubs wouldn’t survive.

He wished Felixstowe well in their bid for promotion.

All heads are now turned to Saturday’s home fixture with Walsham Le Willows where
promotion can be secured with a home win, enabling The Seasiders to join Coggeshall and
advance to level four in the football pyramid.
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